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Choice Academies, Inc. is a 501(c)(3)
organization that owns and operates a K-8
charter school known as Adams Traditional
Academy, as well as preschool called Adams
Traditional Beginnings, both of which are
located on a 6-acre campus in the Deer Valley
region of Phoenix, Arizona. Adams Traditional
Academy is a traditional school that implements
a variety of best-in-class instruction methods
including Singapore Math and Spalding Reading
and Writing. It has consistently been recognized
as one of the best academic schools in the north
Phoenix area, having achieved an A rating from
the state each of the last two years. The charter
school currently serves approximately 700
students and maintains a healthy wait list, while
the preschool serves nearly 150 students.

The charter school moved into its current
campus to start its second year of operation
through a lease arrangement with Charter
Schools Development Corporation (CSDC), a
national non-profit developer of charter schools,
which built the school to specification for Adams
Traditional Academy with the plan that the
school would acquire the building from CSDC
when the school was “ready.” As the school
expanded its enrollment due to strong demand
for its academic program, CSDC expanded the
campus twice: first to build out the second floor
of one of the educational buildings as well as add
a gymnasium and then to construct a new
building with additional classrooms and
instructional space in 2012.

Choice Academies selected Ziegler from a group
of investment bankers to finance the acquisition
of its campus from CSDC as well as to fund the
construction of additional classrooms in the
newly developed building with the goal of
accommodating students on the wait list and
expanding its mission to serve high school
students.

THE ZIEGLER DIFFERENCE
Ziegler worked with Choice Academies to
understand the school’s plans to expand its
enrollment in order to develop a plan of finance
that would minimize loan payments during the
school’s enrollment “ramp up.” The structure
included three years of interest-only debt service

as well as capitalized interest to minimize out-
of-pocket loan payments and help the school
grow its cash reserves during the first few
months after the acquisition. In addition
considerable attention was given to the
school’s plans to potentially build a separate
high school or an additional elementary
campus in the future, and Ziegler structured
the bonds with provisions to permit such an
expansion without the need for the school to
obtain consents from banks or investors to
borrow additional money to expand.

Bond pricing was executed with a true interest
cost of less than 5.5% due to the substantial
investor demand Ziegler’s sales team attracted
for the bonds. After nearly $100,000,000 of
orders were placed by investors during the
initial order period,  the Ziegler team re-
priced the bonds at lower yields, which ended
up saving Choice Academies over $300,000 in
debt service. Ziegler is proud to include
Choice Academies among its charter school
clients, and we feel this transaction is another
example of the superior banking execution
that we provide to each of our clients. 
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“From the initial meeting, Ziegler
was well prepared and listened to our
needs. They worked with us and all
other involved parties closely to
ensure the best offering was put forth
in our behalf.  The Ziegler team
aggressively marketed our school’s
bonds and our organization was very
pleased with the final outcome. We
strongly recommend the Ziegler
team!”

Lisa Fink
Board President
Choice Academies Inc.
This client’s experience may not be representative of
the experience of other clients, nor is it indicative of
future performance or success.


